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Hello Colorado Wheat. 

I think we can define winterkill, but we don’t really know how bad it was until later…and it depends on a 

lot of variables. But one thing for sure…these temps caused some winterkill, somewhere. 

-10 in Northeast Colorado… -1 in South Central Kansas…-30 in Montana. Some winter wheat somewhere 

bit the dust. How much? Ill get back to you on that…and I hope you had a Happy Valentine’s Day! Maybe 

this event will live in infamy…will be known as The Valentine’s Day Wheat Massacre of 2021. 

 

So… undoubtedly, some winter wheat will be torn out and re-planted. But not replanted with winter 

wheat. 

How many bushels were whacked? Was it enough to change the balance sheet? What will now be 

seeded in that ground? Spring wheat, canola, or field peas, maybe barley in MT? Corn or Milo or…maybe 

soybeans elsewhere…?? 

Markets were closed Monday, 02/15/21 and by mid-week, it will be warmer…and they say, “Wheat’s a 

weed”, or “Wheat has 9 lives” …and while there’s some truth to that, this was not good. 

Charts and discussions follow, with the goal of giving you useful information to help you with your business. My disclaimer 

remains the same: these are my sometimes rapidly changing opinions, but if you are growing wheat to be sold to the milling 

market, or export wheat market, I believe you should buy certified, fungicide treated seed, and 1. Be willing to store your 

wheat, if it’s the right thing to do 2. Apply 60 # of Nitrogen and 15# of Sulfur at planting, and in the spring, apply another 30# 

of N; and if it’s a wet spring, re-apply another 30# of N about 3 weeks later, and 3. Don’t sell your wheat without discussing 

protein premiums 
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In that regard, a potential reduction in new-crop supply might be supportive, as USA wheat could use 

some fundamental help. Tuesday’s Feb WASDE did NOT do USA Hard Red Winter any favors…unless you 

consider the 5 million tonne increase in China’s feed wheat category a favor. I don’t, as USA HRW is not 

the cheapest wheat available, which is the main criteria for feed wheat. 

Last Tuesday, after the WASDE, the Foreign Agriculture Service released their February “Grain: World 

Markets and Trade” report, which focused on Chinese high corn prices spurring record use of food 

grains…as feed. The report said Chinese wheat feeding will hit 30 million tonnes, up 10 million from last 

year! The report said France’s wheat exports have been the main benefactor. The other food grain is 

rice, and the report said China began to import broken rice from China, probably for poultry feed. 

The report is a good read, although I’m not sure I agree with their conclusion, “expanded use of wheat 

and rice as feed ingredients…is not expected to persist in the long-term”.  I believe if we were growing 

100 bu dryland HRW wheat every year, things would never be the same.  

Unfortunately, the country sneaking into the Chinese market is India, with their broken rice, but I 

suspect in a very short while Indian wheat will flow into China as well. 

India’s wheat crop this year is projected at 107.6 million tonnes, a new record, leaving carryout stocks of 

27 million tonnes, down 4 million tonnes from the Jan. estimate, but still a record, as India’s wheat for 

human consumption estimate was increased 4 mmt. India’s wheat exports are still tiny, less than 2 

million tonnes, at least for now. I assume China and India are discussing wheat trading terms…  

The Feb. WASDE changed the USA “wheat-by-class” picture, with a substantial 25 million bu reduction to 

their USA HRW export forecast. Spring wheat benefitted, up 15 million bu, possibly as expected when 

spring wheat is cheaper than winter wheat, and soft white export forecast was raised 10 million bu, as 

expected when China is importing wheat for feed, and soft white is the cheapest wheat.  

After those export revisions, the updated wheat by-class export pace scorecard with 16 weeks 

remaining in the marketing year shows HRW is still lagging the required pace:  

WEEK ENDED 

(02/04/21) 

Weekly 

loadings  

FUDGED in 

season (est) 

USDA 

projection  

Amount 

needed 

# of weeks 

remaining 

Bu per week 

needed 

HRW 4.8 247.1 370.0   122.9 16 7.7 

HRS 7.0 187.4 285.0   97.6 16 6.1 

SRW 0.6 55.0 75.0 20.0 16 1.25 

SWW 3.7 141.8 225.0 83.2 16 5.2 

LAST WEEK       

HRW 6.8 242.3 395.0   152.7 17 9.0 

HRS 4.6 180.4 270.0   89.6 17 5.3 

SRW 1.9 54.4 75.0 20.6 17 1.2 

SWW 5.0 138.1 215.0 76.9 17 4.5 
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The export sales report didn’t show any Brazil action, or Chinese action, although there was a big boat 

each of HRW, HRS and SWW sold to “unknown destinations”.  

The slow export pace and relatively benign export sales allowed the Gulf to back off another few cents: 

GULF     
date 12 pro ords diff  
2/12/2021 148 123 25  
2/5/2021 150 123 27  

1/29/2021 158 126 32  
1/22/2021 160 125 35  

  

As KC H was down 8c for the week, these posted bids mainly just reflect the change in the futures, not 

tracking the weaker Gulf, and in fact, the “mill” bid (high side of Roggen) is up a nickel, and a couple 

Central Kansas Terminal basis bids are a little higher: 

Date SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington Holyoke area Roggen area 

02/12 $5.67-$5.92 $6.07 $5.72-$5.82 $5.53-$5.72 $5.97-$6.27 

02/05 $5.75-$6.00 $6.15 $5.80-$5.90 $5.61-$5.80 $6.05-$6.30 

01/29 $6.08-$6.13 $6.23 $5.93-$6.03 $5.74-$5.93 $6.18-$6.43 

01/22 $5.63-$5.83 $5.98 $5.68-$5.78 $5.49-$5.68 $5.93-$6.18 

01/15/21 $5.93-$6.13 $6.23 $5.98-$6.13 $5.79-$5.98 $6.23-$6.48 

BASIS SE Colorado Chey. Wells Burlington  Holyoke  Roggen area 

02/12/(H) -50, -25 -10 -45, -35 -64, -45 -20, +10 

02/05/(H) -50, -25 -10 -45, -35 -64, -45 -20, +05 

01/29/(H) -30, -25 -15 -45, -35 -64, -45 -20, +05 

01/22/(H) -50, -30 -15 -45, -35 -64, -45 -20, +05 

01/15/(H) -50, -30 -20 -45, -35 -64, -45 -20, +05 

Date Concordia Salina Hutch/Wichita Ark City 

02/12(H) -19 -18, -07 -35, -15 -32 

02/05(H) -25 -18, -07 -38, -15 -32 

01/29(H) -25 -18, -07 -38, -15 -32 

01/22(H) -30 -20, -07 -40, -15 -32 

01/15(H) -30 -20, -15 -40, -15 -32 
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I’d like to show the new-crop 4-week lows table next: 

 KC N Z corn X beans 

02/19 ? ? ? 

02/12 $6.26 $4.49 $11.73 

02/05 $6.31 $4.52 $11.61 

01/29 $6.39 $4.45 $11.43 

For KC new-crop wheat, the suggested sell-stop moves up 9c to $6.26, which was Friday’s close. Even 

though I think we’ll start the week higher due to “winterkill”, it’s hard to predict where we’ll close the 

week. This week could very well be when I would go ahead and pull the trigger on some new-crop 

wheat. I wouldn’t just lock in the futures, I’d go ahead and sell it, IF the top is triggered. Carrying charges 

are not enough to entice storing new-crop wheat, and the basis is plenty high, due to good feed demand 

the first four months of the coming new marketing year.  

New-crop Z corn…25% was sold at $4.30, and new-crop beans, the suggested sell-stop moves 31c higher 

to $11.43. 

 

The weekly closing table shows KC down 8, and corn was down a dime, although beans were up a nickel. 

If a guy is sitting on old-crop HRW, the suggested sell-stop would be raised 4c to $6.17, which was 

Friday’s close. Old-crop corn’s suggested sell-stop would be raised 38c, up to $5.39, also Friday’s close, 

and old-crop beans, the sell-stop moves up 55c to $13.67. 

CLOSE KWH21 KWN21 CH21 CN21 WH21 MWH21 MWN21 SH21 CRD20 ES20 

2/12 $6.17 $6.26 $5.39 $5.25 $6.37 $6.16 $6.34 $13.72 $59.38 $3936 

2/05 $6.25 $6.31 $5.49 $5.36 $6.41 $6.26 $6.44 $13.67 $56.70 $3880 

1/29 $6.39 $6.39 $5.47 $5.37 $6.63 $6.34 $6.47 $13.70 $52.08 $3705 

1/22 $6.13 $6.17 $5.01 $4.99 $6.35 $6.13 $6.27 $13.12 $52.19 $3834 

1/15 $6.43 $6.46 $5.32 $5.32 $6.76 $6.43 $6.56 $14.17 $52.36 $3762 

1/08/21 $5.95 $6.03 $4.96 $4.95 $6.39 $6.08 $6.20 $13.75 $52.26 $3818 

12/31 $6.04 $6.07 $4.84 $4.80 $6.41 $5.99 $6.12 $13.11 $48.63 $3749 

12/25 $5.89 $5.94 $4.51 $4.50 $6.27 $5.83 $5.98 $12.65 $48.23 $3695 

12/18 $5.69 $5.76 $4.38 $4.40 $6.08 $5.69 $5.85 $12.24 $47.24 $3706 

12/11 $5.81 $5.85 $4.24 $4.28 $6.15 $5.70 $5.86 $11.66 $46.87 $3661 

12/04 $5.43 $5.52 $4.21 $4.24 $5.76 $5.51 $5.66 $11.65 $46.42 $3699 

11/27 $5.65 $5.75 $4.34 $4.37 $6.06 $5.70 $5.86 $11.93 $45.74 $3636 

Crude oil neared $60 (remember when it was less than zero?), although this article suggests $60 might 

be high enough to start North Dakota fracking again. Unless Biden outlaws it or stops all pipelines. But 

with USA going to all electric vehicles in 15 years, how much crude do we need? Lots of moving pieces 
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there… https://www.startribune.com/north-dakota-worried-federal-rulings-policies-could-affect-oil-

output/600022473/ 

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/bidens-push-electric-vehicles-puts-us-international-

race/story?id=75835697 

and we see the stock market set another new 11-week closing high, again, just like always. Wow. 

 

This is a KC July wheat chart; the blue line at $6.46 is from 1/15, a month ago. That makes last Friday’s 

close of $6.17 the 4-week closing low, which is what I’m using as a suggested sell-stop. If this coming 

Friday will close below it, then go ahead and sell some new crop wheat. A friend in SE Colorado told me 

he’s currently getting a 20c push over the posted bid for some old-crop wheat. I figure there’s not a lot 

of old-crop wheat around, but new-crop wheat will go to the cow too, as new-crop corn and milo won’t 

arrive until about 3 months after he’s cutting new-crop wheat. So call your buyers, and see what they’re 

doing, and get ready. Maybe you’ll get a push for new-crop too.  

 

 

How much will you sell? If you plant 1000 acres of wheat that normally grows 40-bushel wheat, you’d 

have 40,000 bu. 10% would be 4 or 5 truckloads. If you look outside, and your wheat looks dead, but you 

have insurance, then sell 10% of expected production. 

 If you look outside, and it looks pretty good, sell 10% of your normal production. 

That’s IF the sell-stops will be triggered. (You might not know until late in the week…) 
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This is a weekly continuous KC wheat chart, showing an “Action Box” horizontally since 2012, centered 

15c either side of $6.25, and $6.25 is $2.25 away from $8.50, or $4.00. The symmetry is so …pretty? 

 

Anyway…$6.25, which is where we are now, with the 4-week closing low in July at $6.26, from last 

Friday’s close…seems to me is calling for some action. It may not be this week, as the Valentine’s Day 

Wheat Massacre of 2021 might support wheat all week. OR…action time might be now. 

That was the technical snapshot. Fundamentally, what will next year’s balance sheet look like?  

USA HRW production depends on yield, which currently doesn’t feel like a boomer is on the way. 

The 10-year yield box is useful, not just for an average, but it provides a look at the variability, due 

almost solely to the weather. Fertilizer and other inputs, and varietal selection make a difference, but 

really, it’s mainly about moisture. 

 

YIELD (bu/ac)

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 10 year avg

KS 35.0 42.0 38.0 28.0 37.0 57.0 48.0 38.0 52.0 45.0 42.0

CO 39.0 34.0 25.0 38.0 37.0 48.0 43.0 36.0 49.0 27.0 37.6

NE 45.0 41.0 35.0 49.0 38.0 54.0 46.0 49.0 57.0 41.0 45.5

OK 22.0 36.0 31.0 17.0 26.0 39.0 34.0 28.0 40.0 40.0 31.3

TX 26.0 32.0 29.0 30.0 30.0 32.0 29.0 32.0 34.0 30.0 30.4

SD 42.0 50.0 39.0 55.0 44.0 58.0 40.0 48.0 52.0 58.0 48.6

ND 37.0 55.0 43.0 49.0 44.0 48.0 37.0 43.0 53.0 49.0 45.8

MT 41.0 39.0 43.0 41.0 41.0 49.0 42.0 50.0 50.0 51.0 44.7

CA 85.0 85.0 80.0 80.0 70.0 78.0 64.0 77.0 50.0 75.0 74.4

8 state avg 37.1 41.3 37.2 43.0 40.8 51.4 42.6 44.6 48.6 46.2 43.3

USA 43.7 46.3 47.3 42.6 42.5 55.3 50.2 47.9 53.6 50.9 48.8

USA planted WINTER wheat acres

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

KS 8,800     9,400         9,500         9,600         9,200         8,500         7,600         7,700         7,100         6,600         7,300         

CO 2,300     2,350         2,300         2,750         2,450         2,350         2,250         2,250         2,150         1,900         1,950         

NE 1,520     1,380         1,470         1,550         1,490         1,370         1,120         1,100         1,070         900            810            

OK 5,100     5,400         5,600         5,300         5,300         5,000         4,500         4,400         4,200         4,250         4,300         

TX 5,300     5,700         6,200         6,000         6,100         5,000         4,700         4,500         4,600         4,900         4,800         

SD 1,650     1,320         1,300         1,210         1,420         1,180         910            830            860            630            710            

ND 400        750            215            870            200            130            70              85              85              40              140            

MT 2,250     2,300         2,000         2,500         2,350         2,250         1,750         1,650         2,000         1,550         1,700         

CA 620        610            620            490            450            425            385            380            390            355            330            

8 state avg 27,940    29,210       29,205       30,270       28,960       26,205       23,285       22,895       22,455       21,125       22,040       

USA 40,646    41,224       43,230       42,409       39,681       36,152       32,726       32,542       31,474       30,415       30,550       
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Last year, Colorado was about 10 bu/ac under the 10-year average, but Oklahoma was about 9 bu/ac 

over the 10-year average. 

In the previous 10 years, the Kansas low yield was 28 bu/ac, and the high yield was 57 bu/ac.  

If you’ve decided you’re going to sell 10% to 25% of your production when the sell-stop is hit, what will 

you use to determine what 10% to 25% is? I think only you can make that decision. 

Winter wheat planted over the same time span…seems to show winter wheat acreage has stabilized. 

And resulting winter wheat production, over 10 years…shows last year was an average year. Oklahoma 

must have offset Colorado. 

 

It’s possible, because it’s so dry, and these temps were so cold…this year’s USA winter wheat 

production, on average, will be about 2 bu/ac less yield, which might be 40 million bu production less! 

IF SO…Things are gonna be SUPER tight: 

 

I dropped exports 40 million and dropped feed usage 20 million, thinking after feed grain harvest, 

feeding almost stops…leaving only about a 32 % ending stox/usage ratio!! 

USA  WINTER wheat PRODUCTION

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21 10 year avg

KS 276.5     378.0         321.1         246.4         321.9         467.4         333.6         277.4         348.4         281.3         285.9         

CO 78.0       73.8           40.8           89.3           79.2           105.1         86.9           70.2           98.0           41.0           63.6           

NE 65.3       53.3           39.9           71.1           46.0           70.7           46.9           49.5           55.3           34.0           33.3           

OK 70.4       154.8         105.4         47.6           98.8           136.5         98.6           70.0           110.0         104.0         86.9           

TX 49.4       96.0           68.2           67.5           106.5         89.6           68.2           56.0           71.4           61.5           66.3           

SD 66.8       60.5           26.1           59.4           42.7           63.8           20.8           31.7           40.0           34.8           28.0           

ND 13.9       40.2           8.6             27.2           8.4             5.8             1.3             3.0             3.7             1.6             5.3             

MT 89.8       84.6           81.7           91.8           91.0           105.4         66.8           78.5           95.0           76.0           71.7           

CA 35.7       26.4           27.6           15.2           10.5           13.3           9.9             8.5             5.0             6.0             9.9             

8 state avg 745.7     967.5         719.3         715.5         804.9         1,057.5      732.9         644.8         826.8         640.2         650.9         

USA 780.0     1,000.0      747.4         738.7         846.5         1,107.5      774.1         681.6         865.2         670.8         685.2         

USA HRW

year 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22

carry in 445 589 581 516 507 362

production 1082 750 662 845 659 619

imports 5 8 5 2 1 1

total supply 1532 1347 1248 1363 1167 982

food 394 362 366 367 362 362

seed 27 25 25 27 25 25

feed/residual 67 7 10 86 48 28

domestic use 488 394 401 480 435 415

exports 455 371 331 376 370 330

total demand 943 765 732 856 805 745

carryout 589 582 516 507 362 237

stox/use 62.5% 76.1% 70.5% 59.2% 45.0% 31.8%
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IF THAT’S THE CASE…using this data table: 

 

and this graph… 

 

 

One would conclude…$6.25 is about right, although if things get goofy, they could go up to the $8.50. 

Right now, someone just said… “that’s great Dan. Really, really great. Pretty much narrowed it down.” 

 

Uh, based on this inciteful analysis, I would not sell more than 10% of expected production.  

 

I guess I’m saying the KC July chart on page 5 should be well supported, until we get a rainy spring. 

USA HRW feb report projected projected projected

date (Nov WASDE) KC H HRW stox/use HRW ending stocks HRW usage

2/12/2021 31.8% 237 745

2/9/2021 6.33$    45.0% 362 805

2/11/2020 4.68$    59.2% 507 856

2/8/2019 4.94$    70.5% 516 732

2/8/2018 4.75$    76.1% 582 765

11/9/2017 4.51$    62.5% 589 943

11/10/2016 4.45$    51.4% 445 865

11/10/2015 5.54$    42.7% 295 691

11/8/2014 6.63$    27.2% 237 872

11/9/2013 8.00$    34.6% 343 990

11/9/2012 6.93$    37.2% 317 853

11/9/2011 9.88$    29.9% 323 1081
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Switching out of wheat…the USDA tightened up the balance sheet on corn and beans, although maybe 

not as much as The Bulls hoped. USA corn exports were raised 50 million bu, and USA soybean exports 

were increased 20 million.  Milo exports went up 5 million bu. The updated overall export pace 

scorecard looks like: 

WEEK 
ENDED 

(01/28/21) 

Weekly 
loadings 

Accumulated 
in season  

Estimated 
fudge 
factor 

Total 
loaded 

est* 

USDA 
projection 

Amount 
needed 

Weeks 
to go 

Bu per 
week 

needed 

Corn 61.6 849.7 60 909.7 2,600 1690.3 29 58.3 

Soybeans 81.3 1827.6 30 1857.6 2,250 392.4 29 13.5 

All wheat 16.1 604.3 45 649.3 985 335.7 16 21.0 

Milo 2.2 108.8 5 113.8 295 181.2 29 6.2 

         

LAST WEEK         

Corn 39.2 788.0 60 848.0 2,550 1702.0 30 56.7 

Soybeans 72.1 1746.2 30 1776.2 2,230 453.8 30 15.1 

All wheat 18.3 588.2 45 633.2 985 351.8 17 20.7 

Milo 12.2 106.6 5 111.6 290 178.4 30 5.9 

 

Corn had a good week of loadings and needs to do that for the next 29 weeks straight. 

Bean exports…are expected to stop, quickly. Like now.   

 

This is March corn, with Friday’s close the new 4-week closing low, and that’s what I’d suggest using as 

the old-crop corn sell-stop: 
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Soybeans, similarly, show the 4-week closing low is close, and I’d get ready to sell some old-crop beans if 

we’re going to close lower this week. We might not close lower this week…maybe wheat can support 

beans! (it could happen, maybe…) Anyway, the close from 02/05 of $13.67 is where the old-crop cash 

beans sell-stop would be raised up to. If that’s your first sales of this year’s bean crop, you killed ‘em. 

 

 

  

The wheat numbers I showed have me concerned; I’m not ever too keen on showing anything bullish to 

a farmer… I am going to re-work those numbers over and over. We will gather more data as wheat 

breaks dormancy in a month, and of course monitor moisture, here and in Russia. 

 

I would go ahead and get ready to sell 10%, although it may not yet happen this week, if others start 

thinking we really could show USA HRW production down 40 million bu. If for some reason that 32% 

stox/usage ratio is close to correct, I’d expect some price rationing needs to occur…   

Maybe you could look at those numbers and come up with your own conclusion and send me a note on 

where I missed something. 

 

Anyway…wheat’s marketing year’s beginning stocks (21/22) are so low there’s very little room for a 

problem, whether it’s just dry weather, or the cold, or both. 

 

Have a good week; Stay Safe. 
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